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MOBILE DEVICES
The growth of



Photo from Mobile First presentation by Luke Wroblewski (October 2011)



490K babies born every day
Did you know that there are645K iPhones, iPads & iPod Touches



1.3M Android devices activated

490K babies born every day
Did you know that there are

378K iPhones sold per day
To put the growth of mobile devices in perspective...

645K iPhones, iPads & iPod Touches

200K Nokia smartphones sold

143K Blackberry devices sold

2.3 million mobile devices



iPhone 5 Pre-Orders 
Top 2 Million
in the first 24 hours



Karen McGrane 
Managing Partner of Bond Art + Science, formerly VP and National 
Lead for User Experience at Razorfish. Author of Content Strategy for 
Mobile.

“Mobile has erased the digital 
divide. Mobile IS THE INTERNET 
for 50 million Americans”



What are all these devices being used for?

Work

Camera

Communication

Entertainment

Learning

Music

Sharing

Chat

Navigation

Discovery

Shopping

Creativity

The Internet



Some facts about smartphone users

75%
sent or read email

38%
read news or 

magazines

54%
watch video

69%
look for directions/

use maps

77%
take photos

32%
purchase a product 

or service

63%
play games



Most americans sleep with their mobile phones



How are smartphones effecting retail

70%
called a business 

after searching

12%
checked other 

retailers online

39%
of walk-outs were influenced 

by smartphone usage

45%
use their phones for in-

store product research

90%
have searched for 

local information



MG Siegler 
General Partner at CrunchFund & Columnist for TechCrunch

“Don’t build an app based on your 
website. Build the app that acts as if 
websites never existed in the first place. 
Build the app for the person who has 
never used a desktop computer. Because 
they’re coming. Soon...”



Exploring our

MOBILE OPTIONS



Native apps are very popular right now, but unless 
you’re providing content that people need to view 
offline, or you need mobile device features like the 
camera or GPS, it’s often not the right solution.

Native Apps



Native Apps:OS

What OS will you support?
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BlackBerry 10

iOS 3 / 4 /5 /6

W
indows Phone 7 / 8



Native Apps:Devices

What devices will you support and test on?



Native Apps: Screen Size

and then there are the screen sizes...

Samsung alone has 21 different screen sizes

3.1”, 3.14”, 3.2”, 3.4”, 3.5”, 3.6”, 3.7”, 3.97”, 4.0”, 4.2”, 4.27”, 
4.3”, 4.5”, 4.52”, 4.8”, 5.3”, 5.8”, 7.0”, 7.7”, 8.9”, 10.1”



Jason Grigsby
Mobile Strategist, Co-Founder of CloudFour.com and 
MobilePortland.com, Co-Author of Head First Mobile Web

“Not every mobile device will 
have your app on it but every 
mobile device will have a 
browser.”



Web apps can be a great tool as long as your 
actually making an app. The big hangup, and 
part of the reason this isn’t a good approach for a 
normal site, is that the more app-like it looks, the 
less tolerant the user will be when it comes to UI 
issues, load times and overall functionality.

Web Apps

Facebook’s mobile site/app looks and functions 
almost identically to that native apps it produces for 

iOS and Android.



In some cases, the best and most affordable option is to keep the existing website 
but tweak to remove less mobile friendly features such as Flash.

Mobile Compatible Website (do nothing-ish)



Having a separate mobile website isn’t a bad thing, but all too often it’s used as a quick/cheap fix, or 
because the existing site has too much content. Companies should never assume they know what users want 
and cutting content out for a mobile site means you probably have too much on your main site anyway...

Separate Mobile Website



Adaptive websites change their presentation at 
predefined breakpoints that relate to the viewer’s 
screen size. Visitors get the same content but a 
more friendly display.

Adaptive Website



Responsive websites behave a lot like 
adaptive sites by changing their 
appearance at predetermined screen 
sizes, but they add flexibility to that 
system by growing to fill all the sizes in 
between the breakpoints too.

Responsive Website



Responsive design increases the chances that you 
will be ready for any new devices and screen sizes 
you encounter.

Responsive Website



The best way to plan your 

MOBILE STRATEGY



“We can’t solve 
problems by using the 

same kind of thinking we 
used to create them.”

So let’s embrace the 
uncertainty and solve some 

problems shall we?



Having an app IS NOT the same 
as having a mobile strategy

LESSON 1



What seem like low percentages can still amount to a lot of people

Percentages are people

13.5% Mobile / Month

4144 Mobile Visitors



What seem like low percentages can still amount to a lot of people

Percentages are people

Every Year & Growing
50,000 Mobile Visitors



of users say they 

won’t recommend a 

business with a poorly 

designed mobile site

57%
have turned to a 

competitor’s site 

after a bad mobile 

experience

40%

Your users want a good experience



Stop abusing the word mobile 
LESSON 2



use their smartphones 

while watching television86%



admit to using their 

smartphones while 

on the toilet

39%



Stephen Hay
Designer and developer, former creative director. Focus on 
mobile/web design and development strategy. Speaker, writer, 
closet visual artist.

“There is no mobile web. There is 
only the web, which we view in 
different ways.”



If your mobile users ever see 
“view full site” you’ve failed...

LESSON 3



http://www.flickr.com/photos/telstar/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/puddleboy/3796636770/sizes/l/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/puddleboy/3796636770/sizes/l/


Protect your visitors from 
broken links

LESSON 4



http://www.flickr.com/photos/puddleboy/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/puddleboy/3796636770/sizes/l/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/puddleboy/3796636770/sizes/l/


Please don’t annoy your users...



In the end, there are few

RIGHT OR WRONG 
ANSWERS...
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